Feedly is one example of a web-based RSS feed reader. Since it's web based, you will be able to access your feeds on any device.

The following instructions on adding RSS feeds to Feedly has been tested in Google Chrome where no RSS feeder has been added.

Create a Feedly account at: https://feedly.com/
Adding RSS feeds
This is not exhaustive. The 3 types of examples I came across are shown below:

- Wiley and JournalTOCs search alerts: Where you pick up the RSS feed URL from the browser bar.
- ScienceDirect: Where the site offers you the URL to copy.
- JournalTOCS journal title alerts: Where you export and save the RSS data to your laptop/pc and then import from Feedly.

Wiley example: Pick up the RSS feed URL from the browser bar.

2. Copy URL in browser bar:

4. Paste URL you copied in 2 above in box. Hit return/enter.

5. Add.

6. Name Collection to organise your feeds.
7. Feed appears in your list.

ScienceDirect RSS search alert example: Where the site offers you the URL to copy.

1. Perform search

2. Click RSS icon.
3. Click continue.

4. Right click the URL and Copy link address: e.g.:  
   http://rss.sciencedirect.com/getMessage?registrationId=BDECBEEDIFELDEGDDFI 
   BGEICEEDDHHHEKFEHGDW

5. Click Add Content.

6. Paste URL into box. Enter/return.
7. Add to Feedly and name collection (as in Wiley example 6 above).

JournalTOCs search example: Pick up the RSS feed URL from the browser bar

1. Go to http://www.journaltoacs.ac.uk/
2. Sign in or register for an account.
3. Perform a search, ticking for Articles by Keywords.
4. Select **Saved Searches** from the dropdown list.

5. Save search.

6. Copy URL from browser bar -
   [http://www.journaltocs.ac.uk/api/articles/attachment+theory](http://www.journaltocs.ac.uk/api/articles/attachment+theory) - and paste into box. Hit enter/return.
7. Add to Feedly.

JournalTOCs – multiple journals RSS example: Where you export and save the RSS data to your laptop/pc and then import from Feedly.

1. Perform title search.
2. Save & Export.

3. The file downloads to the bottom left of the page. Right click > show in folder
4. Rename, e.g. in my case French Studies_mytocs.opmls

5. To add to Feedly. Click Add content.

6. Scroll to bottom of page > Import OPML.

8. Drag a journal title into the new collection box.

9. You will then be prompted to Create New Collection.
10. Drag and drop the remaining journal titles into the collection.

Questions, comments, suggestions

Please feel free to contact me: s.robinson@napier.ac.uk